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Introduction

On the Polish border there are currently around 16,000 mili-
tary-historical structures from various years and periods [1]. 
These assume various architectural forms and serve as material 
traces of history, battles and martyrdom. They also constitute ex-
pressions of the technical, engineering and architectural ideas of 
their day. Among many structures of this kind, the underground 
complexes from WWII located in the Owl Mountains and built 
as part of Project Riese are an object of interest to tourists.

Project Riese was built in the 1940s in the Owl Mountains, 
a range of medium-sized mountains belonging to the Central 
Sudetes Mountain range. There are currently six complexes 
in the mountains that comprised Project Riese. These include 
bunkers, underground structures and adits named Rzeczka, 
W³odarz, Osówka, Jugowice, Soboñ and Sokolec (fig. 1, tab. 1). 
According to Polish administrative divisions, these structures 
are located in three municipalities (tab. 1).

The Rzeczka, W³odarz and Osówka adits have been placed 
under legal protection as “an area for observing the Riese ar-
chaeological complex from WWII” [2]. Attempts have also been 
made to subject reomorphic granitoids in Osówka to legal pro-
tection as a site for geological documentation [3]. Furthermore, 
the region where Project Riese complexes are located is valuable 
from an environmental perspective and is subject to various 
forms of environmental protection pursuant to Polish law. This 
is an important aspect of the region's attractiveness for tourists. 
The Owl Mountains Landscape Park and the Bukowa Kalenica 
Nature Reserve have been established on this land. In addi-
tional, a significant percentage of the Owl Mountains region 
belongs to the Nature 2000 European Ecological Network, 

which protects habitats and wintering locations for bats; this 
area also partly includes Riese Project adits.
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Source: original reports based on fieldwork.

Figure 1. Distribution of the Project Riese complexes 
in the Owl Mountains
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Large-scale military investment, codenamed Riese, was im-
plemented from 1943-45 to support the wartime activities of the 
Third Reich. Underground transport passages, adits and cham-
bers were excavated. Their purpose remains unexplained to this 
day [4, 5].

Some historical accounts claim that the complex was to 
serve as Hitler's main headquarters [6]. Additional functions 
are also cited, such as the planned creation of shelters and 
bunkers, or even the relocation of V1 and V2 rocket production 
to this site. Other hypotheses mention the presence of uranium 
ore deposits in the vicinity, which would be used to produce 
nuclear weapons [4, 5, 7]. However, the investment codenamed 
Riese was never completed, and its ultimate purpose remains 
a mystery to this day.

The structures of Project Riese are a mute witness to the 
death and tragedy of many people; they were built using 
prisoners from the former Gross-Rosen concentration camp 
in present-day RogoŸnica, along with its 13 branches located 
in the vicinity of the construction site. Around 5000 people died 
during construction due to starvation, illness or structural col-
lapses [8, 9]. The site of the former Gross-Rosen concentration 
camp was listed on the monument registry of the National 
Heritage Board of Poland in 1963. The camp is currently the site 
of a museum created in 1983. Other sites where prisoners are 
commemorated include the cemetery in the Owl Mountains 
region, which is subject to legal protection (the cemetery of the 
Victims of Fascism in the G³uszyca municipality and the Quar-
ters of the Victims of NAZI Terror in the Walim municipality).

In recent years, the underground complexes of Project Riese 
have come to play an increasingly important role in building 
tourism in the region. Three of the six complexes: Rzeczka, W³o-
darz and Osówka have been opened to the public. The remain-
ing complexes, because they are in poor technical condition and 
located in areas subject to landslides, are not open to tourists. 
Several forms of tourism have developed in the area, e.g. mili-
tary cultural tourism, dark tourism and urban exploration, 
as well as other ways of spending free time, such as geocaching. 
One element that makes the area attractive for tourists is the fact 
that the purpose of the complexes remains unexplained.

The development of tourism based on military-historical 
elements connected with martyrology, as in the case of the 
Project Riese complexes, requires purposeful activity, both 
in making the place available to tourists and in raising visitor 
awareness of the region's history. This is one reason why the 
goal of this article is to characterize tourism development of 

the Project Riese complexes. Attention has also been paid to 
tourists' opinions regarding the attractiveness of the Rzeczka 
complex and to their reasons for visiting. The spatial scope of 
the studies also included the immediate vicinity of the com-
plexes, as well as the municipalities where they are located.

Tourism involving military-historical objects
 as a subject for scholarly studies

Military-historical structures and locations that today are 
part of our cultural heritage are eagerly visited by tourists 
from all parts of the world [10, 11, 12]. Due to their great his-
torical value, they influence the attractiveness of locations and 
regions, as confirmed in numerous studies concerning their 
tourism potential [13, 14]. This type of structure serves as a ba-
sis for the development of different forms of tourism, especially 
military cultural tourism [15] and dark tourism. In many cases, 
both of these forms of tourism involve traveling to places con-
nected with wartime activities. This may arouse controversy; 
in particular, it seems unethical to consider these places tourist 
attractions [16, 17, 18, 19]. On the other hand, traveling to mil-
itary-historical structures and locations involves familiariza-
tion with the history of a given place, and is therefore connected 
with the transfer of knowledge that is of universal value and 
serves to educate society [20, 21, 22].

Tourism to military locations and structures can play a cru-
cial role in shaping attitudes, especially those of the younger 
generation. This is because it gives tourists an opportunity 
to acquaint themselves with a difficult and painful history. 
A completed journey may serve as an occasion for reflection 
and lead to contemplation of the dramatic consequences of war 
[23, 24].

However, military-historical structures and locations are al-
most always connected with war, as well as with death and hu-
man suffering. Therefore, the desire to visit places connected 
with martyrdom and battle may also constitute an objective for 
tourists [25]. Such visits are now termed dark tourism or thana-
tourism [26]. Dark tourism is an example of a niche product on 
the tourism market [27]. The increasing importance of this form 
of tourism has been analyzed in the scholarly literature from 
social, cultural, political and historical perspectives [26, 28, 29]. 
Individuals participating in dark tourism or thanatourism are 
interested in, among other things, places where famous people 
died or lie buried, concentration camps, disaster sites and even 
places and structures connected with cruelty and martyrdom 
[20, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33].

In addition to acquainting themselves with historical ac-
counts and locations connected with death, another motivation 
for going on a journey might be the desire for active exploration. 
Military-historical objects can meet this need, thus becoming 
a place for conducting extreme forms of recreation – often in 
places that are deserted or inaccessible to visitors. Examples 
include urban exploration and geocaching [34, 35].

Material and methods

The choice of research area was dictated by the increasing 
importance of military cultural tourism in Poland and by the 
large number of activities on the part of managers and local 
governments aimed at developing tourism for the underground 
complexes of Project Riese. The analysis of tourism develop-
ment conducted in this article concerns the underground com-
plexes that are open to visitors, as well as accommodations, food 
and beverage services and accessibility.

The basic research method was a case study conducted 
in two phases. The first involved examining literature and 

Table 1. General information on the Project Riese complexes

Name
of complex

Location
(municipality)

No. of
entries

Length
(m)

Area
(m²)

Volume
(m³)

Volume
Administrator

Rzeczka

Office of the Walim
Municipality,

The Centre for Tourism
and Culture

Walim 3 560 2 600 14 700

W³odarz
Private Company,

The “Giant” Museum
and Tourism Center

Walim 4 2 955 10 885 40 520

Osówka
Private company,

The Underground City
of Osówka

G³uszyca 3 1 790 6 480 26 740

Jugowice
Office of the Walim

MunicipalityWalim 7 460 1 360 4 200

Soboñ
Office of the G³uszyca

MunicipalityG³uszyca 3 700 1 900 4 000

Sokolec
Office of the Nowa
Ruda MunicipalityNowa Ruda 4 860 2 450 7 100

Source: original reports based on fieldwork.
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source materials concerning the problem in question. To deter-
mine the state of tourism development in the region in question, 
statistical data from the Central Statistical Office was consulted, 
as were local strategies drawn up by the individual municipal-
ities. The second research phase consisted of a field inventory, 
which made it possible to determine the complexes' current 
state of development, including how they are exhibited and 
made available to tourists. Terrain studies also facilitated analy-
sis and assessment of the environs of structures and the accom-
panying infrastructure. To determine tourism motivations and 
learn the opinions of visitors regarding the attractiveness of 
the location, a survey was conducted in the Summer of 2011 
using a random selection of tourists departing the Rzeczka 
complex. One hundred adults were asked to complete the sur-
vey. In choosing respondents, a sampling procedure involving 
a table of random numbers was applied.

Results

The development of tourism in the Project Riese 
complexes and their environs
The development of tourism in the complexes that have 

been opened to tourists, i.e. Rzeczka, W³odzarz and Osówka, 
involves tourist routes offering guided tours, including water 
and climbing routes as well as museum exhibitions on histori-
cal and martyrological themes (tab. 2). It also involves theme 
packages that include educational, recreational and athletic 
activities addressed to different groups, e.g. elementary school 
children and high school students, families with children and 
company employees. Paintball fields and recreational infra-
structure are located in the vicinity of the structures. There are 
also numerous hiking and bicycle trails and educational walks 
in the vicinity.

The remaining three adits, Jugowice, Soboñ and Sokolec, 
have not undergone tourism development and are closed to the 
public. They are located on terrain that is subject to landslides, 
and their entrances are caved in. However, these locations are 
attractive to cavers and practitioners of unconventional forms 
of tourism and recreational activity. Examples of such forms in-
clude urban exploration (expeditions to structures and loca-
tions that are abandoned and difficult to access) and geocaching 
(an outdoor game that involves using GPS navigation to find 
hidden containers).

The grounds of the Project Riese complexes are the site of 
cultural and entertainment events, as well as events involving 
local history. Since 2008, the “Explorers' Convention” has taken 
place regularly in the Museum of the Walim Adits. During the 
event, participants visit adits and are given an opportunity to 
observe various underground exploration techniques and at-
tend performances by historical reenactment groups. There are 
also theatrical productions that serve as symbolic homage to the 
prisoners who built the complexes. In W³odarz, at the beginning 
of the Summer season, there is a yearly outdoor event that in-
cludes a free visit to the structure. In Osówka, by contrast, the 
events are most often one-time affairs, for example the Euro-
pean Heritage Days or the International Campers Rally.

Development of accommodations and food and beverage 
services in the municipalities where the Project Riese com-
plexes are located [36, 37] is relatively more advanced than in 
the immediate vicinity of the adits themselves (tab. 3). A crucial 
role in the reception of tourism is played by the development of 
agrotourism (1814 places of accommodation in 2008). Hotels, 
motels and pensions account for a significantly lower percent-
age of spaces (147 rooms in 2012). Food and beverage services 
are provided primarily in places of accommodation located in 
the municipalities. There are also a few such places located di-
rectly beside the adits.

Accessibility of the Project Riese complexes
A separate yet equally important question concerning the 

region's attractiveness to tourists is one of transport infrastruc-
ture. The accessibility of the complexes may be assessed as ade-
quate, especially given that they are located on land where ex-
cessive development of infrastructure could have a negative im-

“Museum
of the

Walim Adits”

(1995)

Table 2. Profile of tourism development of the Project Riese complexes

Name
of structure
(year opened
to tourists)

Number
of adits

Tourism development

inside the structure outside the structure

3

“W³odarz”

(2004)
4

“The
Underground

City
of Osówka”

(1998)

· tourist footpath
· museum exhibitions on
  WWII history, the history
  of construction of the
  structure and the former
  Gross-Rosen concentration
  camp
· in the “Great Hall”,
  an interactive exhibition
  presenting prisoners' work
 in the “Concert Hall”,

  a multimedia simulation
  of an Allied raid

·

· two tourism routes:
  a footpath and a waterway
  taken by boat
· climbing lines and
  handholds
· museum exhibitions
  on the history of the
  Project Riese complexes
 a screening room

  in the guardhouse
·

· three tourism routes:
  a footpath, a waterway
  taken by boat and an
  extreme route involving
  crossing a suspension
  bridge, a crossing by
  landing craft, and
  underground exploration
  using a metal detector
· military-themed museum
  exhibitions
 exhibitions connected with

  the history of the former
  Gross-Rosen concentration
  camp

·

3

· a historical exhibition
  connected with WWII and
  the former Gross-Rosen
  concentration camp
· a shop with souvenirs
· a restaurant
· free parking
 a rifle range and paintball

  fields
·

· a museum exhibition
  presenting military
  equipment and vehicles
· a shop with souvenirs
· a seasonal food & beverage
  point
· two parking lots:
  free and private, paid
 a rifle range and paintball

  fields
·

· an educational nature
  trail for children and
  students relating to the
  history of Project Riese,
  the geology of the
  Owl Mountains,
  silver-extraction
  techniques and legends
  of Lower Silesia
· a shop with souvenirs
· a restaurant
 paid parking·

Source: original reports based on fieldwork.

Table 3. Accommodations in the municipalities of Walim, Nowa Ruda 
and G³uszyca in 2008 and 2012

Accommodation

Number of buildings providing accommodation

           including hotels, motels and pensions

           remaining

Number of spaces

           including hotels, motels and pensions

           remaining

Number of agrotourism estates*

           including number of spaces*

13

2

11

420

77

343

30

500

Name of municipality

Nowa RudaWalim G³uszyca
6

2

4

365

70

295

25

1133

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

181

* Data from 2008; Source: original report drawn up on the basis of the Strategy of the 
Owl Mountains Subregion and Database of Local Data of the Central Statistical Office.
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pact on the environment. The municipalities are located within 
range of two trans-border national roads (nos. 8 and 35) that lead 
to border crossings with the Czech Republic. Moreover, the A4 
highway is located to the north, connecting Germany, Poland 
and the Ukraine. Access to the structures is possible thanks to an 
improved network of local roads. Bus transport is in the hands 
of private carriers, who primarily offer connections to big cities 
such as Wa³brzych, Wroc³aw, Nowa Ruda and K³odzko. One fac-
tor that increases the internal accessibility of the region is the 
existence of regular local connections between municipalities. 
In the case of railway infrastructure, despite the existence of 
well-developed networks, most connections have been liqui-
dated due to unprofitability. In recent years, attempts have been 
made to reactivate the narrow-gauge Walim Railway as a tourist 
attraction, but the project has not been implemented due to lack 
of funds [38].

Access to the complexes is supplemented by 210 km of bicy-
cle trails and 169 km of hiking trails (according to data from the 
Tourist Association of the Municipalities of the Owl Mountains 
as of 2012). In 2003-04, a so-called “MTB Zone” (marathon bike 
zone) was created in the Owl Mountains, designating six trails 
measuring 150 km in total length for mountain bikes. This in-
cludes the “underground path”, which runs through terrain 
where Soboñ and Osówka are located. In addition, all of the 
structures of Project Riese, including branches of the former con-
centration camp Gross-Rosen, cemeteries and commemorative 
sites, are connected by the Trail of the Martyrs footpath (18 km).

The opinions of tourists visiting the Rzeczka complex 
and the Museum of the Walim Adits
In the light of the survey of visitors to the Museum of the 

Walim Adits, it turns out that 62% of visitors to the Rzeczka 
complex had no previous knowledge of the site. After visiting the 
structure, 82% of respondents rated the site as historically sig-
nificant. The majority of visitors (63%) declared interest in mili-
tary-historical subjects. As their main motive for visiting, nearly 
half of the tourists indicated curiosity and a desire to learn the 
history of the place. A decidedly smaller group (14%) consisted 
of individuals who were visiting the site due to a third-party rec-
ommendation or information obtained in the media. The third 
largest category of tourists (12%) were individuals spending 
their vacation in the region and passing through the area.

The respondents were asked to rate transport accessibility, 
preparation of the routes for visitors, tour guide services, sou-
venir purchase opportunities and promotion of the complex 
in the media. Respondents awarded high marks for route prepa-
ration, souvenir purchase opportunities and access to the struc-
ture. The highest ratings were for tour guide services, with 94% 
of respondents rating them as very good, while promotion in the 
media received the lowest percentage, with 41% of respondents 
rating it as poor. After visiting Rzeczka, a clear majority, as many 
as 95% of respondents, assessed the site as attractive for tourism.

Tourists were asked whether they had visited other com-
plexes of Project Riese, to which 75% said yes, the majority hav-
ing visited Osówka. The Soboñ and Sokolec complexes had not 
been visited due to the fact that they have not been developed for 
tourism.

The results of the survey show that more than half (57%) 
of the tourists who took part in the survey had not made use of 
any accommodation services. This clearly indicates the domi-
nance of day-trip tourism. The remaining respondents reported 
having made use of agrotourism services, pensions and camp-
grounds.

Discussion

In the 1940s, the natural conditions and terrain features 
of the Owl Mountains led to this region being chosen as the site 
of the underground adits of Project Riese. Today, places con-
nected with those events require legal protection and proper 
development, because they constitute an important historical 
document connected with martyrology. Tourism in the Owl 
Mountains should develop together with respect for natural, 
historical and cultural values. Therefore, the question arises 
whether the various forms of tourist activity taking place in that 
area should be organized.

The development of military cultural tourism should be ac-
knowledged as a positive activity that benefits not only tourists, 
who are given the opportunity to come into contact with both 
unique historical heritage and a local community, but also en-
trepreneurs who develop businesses in the tourism sector. 
As these businesses develop, dark tourism becomes increas-
ingly important. For this reason, activities connected with the 
development of tourism in the adits must strike a balance be-
tween respect for the history of the site and efforts to make the 
location available to visitors. This task is the responsibility of 
people who manage the structures; they are responsible for 
ensuring that rational development takes place.

In addition to military cultural tourism, whose objective 
is to educate tourists and familiarize them with history, there 
are also free-time activities aimed solely at recreation and enter-
tainment, which runs counter to the ethical principles required 
in a place of martyrdom. This is why organizing activities like 
paintball or an International Campers Rally may create contro-
versy.

On the one hand, these events increase tourism, but on the 
other, they lead to falsification of the authenticity of the site and 
reduce its historical value. Tourism based on cultural heritage 
must consider not only economic and marketing needs, but also 
the need to respect sites connected with martyrology and tragic 
events.

Rationally planned development of various forms of 
tourism and recreation may minimize conflicts of interest 
between entities from the private, public and social sectors 
that are active on the tourism market. In the case of the Project 
Riese complexes, this primarily concerns the owners or man-
agers of these structures, private entrepreneurs, monument 
conservationists and institutions responsible for protecting 
the environment and the tourists themselves. Legal regula-
tions governing protection of the natural and cultural envi-
ronment are of strategic value in two regards: they involve 
protecting the environment for tourism and from tourism's 
negative effects.

Conclusions

1. The current state of all Project Riese complexes allows 
them to be divided into structures that have been de-
veloped for tourism (Rzeczka, W³odarz and Osówka) and 
those inaccessible to tourists (Jugowice, Soboñ and So-
kolec). Tourism development began in the mid 1990s on 
the initiative of local governments and private investors.

2. The fundamental form of tourism that is developing in 
vicinity of the structures is military cultural tourism, 
with dark tourism playing an increasingly important 
role. In addition, various events are organized here that 
fall under the category of active and recreational 
tourism.

3. Tourism development of underground adits, including 
tourism routes and museum exhibitions, has been ex-
panded to include cultural and recreational events orga-
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nized on the terrain.
4. Accommodation, food and beverage locations and trans-

port accessibility are adequate to the needs of tourism in 
the area. Tourism infrastructure in the immediate vicin-
ity of the complexes is supplemented by offers from local 
entrepreneurs active in the municipalities where the 
structures are located.

5. Survey respondents rated tourism development and 
tourism offers as good and beneficial. This applies pri-
marily to the preparation of routes for visitors, tour guide 
services, markings in the area for tourists and food and 
beverage services.

6. An important question when considering the develop-
ment of military cultural tourism and the commercial 
development of the Project Riese complexes for tourism 
is the need to protect the area's environmental and cul-
tural values, thus ensuring remembrance of the area's 
history – even if that history is difficult and painful.

7. When developing tourism in the area of the Project Riese 
complexes, care should be taken to respect the area's his-
torical heritage, which should take precedence over eco-
nomic benefits arising from the development of tourism 
services.
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